Tag Flowers Tutorial
February/March 2011

Staff Writer Vicki Romaine contributed and filmed this neat way to create pretty flowers with two nesting tag punches.

Supplies:

- 2 tag punches, one slightly large than the other
- Solid color card stock
- Printed paper or card stock
- 1 Brad
- Xyron or glue
- Scissors

Step One:

Use the smaller tag punch on the solid card stock. Set the punched
tag aside for a different project.
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Step Two:

With the punch unside down, place the larger punch over the
spot where the smaller tag was punched. Adjust the larger
punch so that there is an even amount of card stock around
the edges inside the punch.

Step Three:

Step Four:

Step Five:

Step Six:

Run the tag frames through the Xyron machine or apply glue to one
side of the tag frames.

Place one frame on the printed paper (or cardstock).Place the second one
next to it with the slanted sides touching.

Step Seven:

Step Eight:

Punch out this tag frame.

Place four touching frames on the printed paper to create a
circle of tags.
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Repeat Steps One through Three 8 times for one layer of the flower.

Place a second layer over the first by placng the first tag centered
between two of the other tags.

Step Nine:

Place the other three tags in the same manner as Step Seven, with
the diagonal edges touching, on top of the first layer.

Step Ten:

The layered tags create 8 points where the tags intersect. Use the
scissors to cut around the edges of the points.

Finished Card

Artwork: Artwork: Vicki Romaine
Stamps: Credits not provided

Step Eleven:

Tag flower can be used as is for one layer of the flower. If desired,
make 16 tag frames instead of 8 to create two separate flowerss.
Layer the tags together and adhere together with a brad.
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Artwork: Ann Clack
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Artwork: Hetty Sanders
Stamps: Club Scrap

Artwork: Chris Dickinson
Stamps: I Brake for Stamps
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